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Objective. Paranoia is known to vary with levels of coalitional threat and safety present

in the social environment. However, it remains underexplored whether threat and safety

are differentially associated with paranoia, if these relationships vary with the source of

threat and safety, and whether such effects hold across the continuum of severity of

paranoid thoughts.

Methods. We employed a network analysis approach with community analysis on a

large dataset (n = 6,337), the UK Adult Psychiatric Morbidity Survey 2007, to explore

these questions. We included one node to capture paranoia typical in the general

population, and one pertaining to thought interference common in persecutory delusions

in psychosis.

Results. Nodes reflecting paranoia in the general population as well as persecution-

related concerns in psychosis shared the strongest positive edges with nodes

representing threat stemming from close social relationships. Paranoia common in the

general population was negatively associated with both safety stemming from the wider

social environment, and safety in close relationships, where the former association was

strongest.

Conclusions. Our results suggest that threat fromwithin one’s immediate social group

ismore closely linked to paranoid thoughts than is safety from either one’s social group or

the wider social environment. Further, our results imply that coalitional threat may be a

particularly associated with concerns common in psychosis, whereas paranoid ideation

more common in the general population is also associatedwith reduced coalitional safety.

Overall, this network analysis offers a broad view of how paranoia relates to multiple

aspects of our coalitional environment and provides some testable predictions for future

research in this area.

Practitioner points

� Individuals with paranoia more typical of delusions may find threat in close social relationships most

challenging
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� Variation in paranoia in the general population may be attributed to feeling safe in the wider social

environment more than in close social relationships

Concerns about other people’s intentions are a feature of everyday life. The exaggerated

belief that others intend to harm – paranoia – is a common example. Paranoia exists as a

continuum in thepopulation,wheremanypeople experiencemildparanoid thoughts and
a few people experience intense persecutory delusions (Bebbington et al., 2013).

Paranoia can be conceptualised as a complex network of interconnecting features, where

paranoid thoughts form distinct but linked clusters of mistrust, interpersonal sensitivity,

ideas of reference, and ideas of persecution (Bell & O’Driscoll, 2018).

A recent synthesis proposes that paranoia may, in part, stem frommechanisms related

to coalitional psychology, the set of cognitive abilities that help us navigate complex

social environments comprised of kin and non-kin (Raihani & Bell, 2019). These abilities

enable us to detect social threat and support, track alliances, andmaintain social bonds, as
well as help us to understand and monitor social status, track group membership, and

perceive group cohesiveness (Boyer, Firat, & van Leeuwen, 2015).

Phenomenologically, paranoia reflects these themes: paranoid concerns centre

around other people and often involve identifying social threat from people who are

perceived to form groups (Bell, Mills, Modinos, &Wilkinson, 2017; Raihani & Bell, 2019).

Moreover, paranoia in the general population is sensitive to the level of coalitional threat

in the environment. In strategic interactions, stronger attributions of harmful intent are

made to otherswho act unfairly, have higher social status, belong to anoutgroup, andwho
formmore cohesive opponent groups (Greenburgh, Bell, & Raihani, 2019; Raihani & Bell,

2019; Saalfeld, Ramadan, Bell, & Raihani, 2018; Veling, Pot-Kolder, Counotte, Van Os, &

Van Der Gaag, 2016). In addition, cues of coalitional safety reduce paranoia. For example,

trust is higher in situations of low power imbalance and low conflict (Weiss et al., 2020);

social identification predicts reductions in paranoia over time (Sani,Wakefield, Herrera, &

Zeybek, 2017); and engaging in secure attachment imagery (where the individual feels

safe in the company of others) reduces paranoia in comparison to avoidant and anxious

attachment imagery (Sood, Carnelley, & Newman-Taylor, 2021). As such, paranoia in the
general population can be conceptualised as reflecting a proposed component of

coalitional psychology, the coalitional safety index (CSI). This index is a putative internal

regulatory variable that monitors cues of social threat and safety in the environment and

translates these into a coalitional stress response (Boyer et al., 2015). Understanding

paranoia through a lens of coalitional psychology allows us tomake predictions about risk

factors for paranoia through conceptualising them as inputs to this coalitional safety

index.

First, a core claim of the coalitional safety indexmodel is that threat and safety are ‘not
two sides of the same coin’ (Boyer et al., 2015). That is, safety cannot simply be inferred

from the absence of threat, nor vice versa. This is observed in animal threat detection

systems where removal of threat cues does not necessarily lead to inferring safety

(Dielenberg & McGregor, 1999). Indeed, threat cues, rather than safety cues, are

suggested to be of particular importance to the CSI (Boyer et al., 2015). There is some

existing data to support this prediction: longitudinal data indicate that the level of threat in

an individual’s neighbourhood (neighbourhood disorder and stress) is more predictive of

psychotic experiences – where paranoia is a common feature – than the level of safety
(neighbourhood cohesion) (Solmi, Colman, Weeks, Lewis, & Kirkbride, 2017).

The impact of threat and safety on a stress response also seems to vary according to its

source: whether this stems from close others or wider society. For example, a study of
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psychotic experiences in victimised adolescents revealed that safety in the close family

environment was more important than safety in the wider neighbourhood context in

reducing risk of psychosis (Crush et al., 2018). Further, reduced social connections and

social support from close others are associated with psychosis in adults (Gayer-Anderson
& Morgan, 2013) and with paranoia in the general population (Freeman et al., 2011).

However, in a network analysis study, McElroy et al. (2019) found that safety and threat in

the wider social (neighbourhood) environment were associated with paranoia in the

general population, but, after controlling for these measures, support from close others

(‘social connectivity’) was not. In the domain of threat, it is also unclear whether threat

cues pertaining to close relationships are more predictive of paranoia than threat

stemming from the wider environment. For example, difficulty in close relationships is

closely associated with paranoia in both clinical and general populations (Hajd�uk, Klein,
Harvey, Penn, & Pinkham, 2019), but so is stress from thewider social context (Wickham,

Taylor, Shevlin, & Bentall, 2014).

The nature of the association between paranoia and the coalitional environment may

change across the continuum of paranoia. The coalitional perspective of paranoia

suggests that, in line with the phenomenology of paranoia, different mechanisms may be

involved in paranoia to different degrees along the spectrum of severity (Raihani & Bell,

2019). While paranoia across the continuum involves ideas that others (often forming

groups) intend to harm the individual, the identification of groups of persecutors is
particularly predictive of severe paranoia (Freeman et al., 2021). Therefore, more

delusional paranoia (e.g. that experienced in psychosis) may reflect cognitive processes

involved in detecting coalitions and alliances to a greater degree, whereas more general

forms of paranoid ideation may be more likely to involve variation in cognitive processes

involved in attributions of intent (Raihani & Bell, 2019). Some initial research indicates a

dissociation in the relationship between paranoia and social functioning in general

compared to clinical populations (Hajd�uk et al., 2019). However, no research has yet

investigated how different forms of paranoia may differently associate with detection of
coalitional threat and safety. Distinguishing between different forms of paranoiamay help

to understand seemingly contradictory results reported above where social support from

close others predicts paranoia in some cases but not others: McElroy et al. (2019) found

that support fromclose otherswas not associatedwith general forms of paranoid ideation;

whereas Gayer-Anderson and Morgan (2013) found that support from close others is an

negatively associated with early psychosis.

Our study examined whether coalitional threat cues are more closely linked to

paranoia than coalitional safety cues. Our resulting network also enabled us to explore
whether the source of such cues impacts these relationships. Furthermore, we

investigated whether these associations vary based on the nature of persecutory ideation:

paranoia that is more common in the general population, compared to beliefs of thought

interference that are rarer and typically present as persecutory delusions in psychosis

(Spence, 2001).

We employ a psychological network analysis approach on a large dataset (the Adult

PsychiatricMorbidity Survey) in this study.Network analysis is advantageous for a number

of reasons. Unlike traditional latent variable approaches (Reise & Waller, 2009),
psychological network analysis does not seek to identify a few underlying factors based

on an a priorimodel, but instead allows for a conceptualisation of cognition as a complex

web of interacting components that is derived directly from the data (Borsboom, Cramer,

& Kalis, 2017). The network approach has been used to determine the network structure

of cognition in paranoia (Bell & O’Driscoll, 2018), as well as how features of paranoia
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relates to neighbourhood disorder, stress, and cohesion (McElroy et al., 2019) and to

interpersonal functioning (Hajd�uk et al., 2019). Importantly, thismethod servesmostly an

exploratory purpose (Epskamp, Borsboom, & Fried, 2018), suitable for our purposes

given the novelty of the subject matter, and the impossibility of making predictions about
nodes of the network until the network constituents had been identified and the network

estimated.

Method

Procedure

Dataset

We used the Adult Psychiatric Morbidity Survey 2007 (APMS; McManus, Meltzer, Brugha,

Bebbington, & Jenkins, 2009) for the data analysis. This is a large dataset (N = 7,403,
f = 4,206, m = 3,197) of adult participants aged 16–95 (mean age = 51.12) recruited

from private households in the United Kingdom and commissioned by the NHS

Information Centre for Health and Social Care. It contains questions covering far-ranging

topics, including health, living standards, employment, and psychiatric history. Questions

were administered via computer-assisted interviews and self-report questionnaires. This

dataset was chosen for the current analysis as it contains measures of paranoia, as well as

questions relevant to coalitional psychology. The current study follows in a tradition of

paranoia research employing the APMS (Bebbington et al., 2013; Bell & O’Driscoll, 2018).
Our study was pre-registered at https://osf.io/4zpsf/?view_only=c189ec7d00f5417a8

c57564204aa5625

Identifying items to include in the network analysis

To study multiple components of coalitional psychology, we selected a long list (N = 40)

of questionnaire items from the Adult Psychiatric Morbidity Survey 2007 that we deemed

pertinent to coalitional psychology, representing perception of cues of safety and threat
from both close alliances and the wider social environment. We invited a panel of known

experts in the field (N = 11) to participate in a questionnaire, inwhich theywere asked to

read a given definition of coalitional psychology (see Supporting information) and rate the

extent to which they thought each item on the long list of items was relevant to the

construct. In line with our pre-registration, each panel member was asked to rate at least

20 items from the APMS long list, and each item therefore had ratings from at least four

experts. We standardised each of the panel member’s set of ratings in order to control for

rater bias, and then calculated the average z-score for each APMS item (as in Raihani &
Smith (2015)). Items with average z-scores above 0 were selected for the short list of

coalitional items to be included as nodes in the network analyses. This amounted to 15

items from the APMS, 2007 (see Supporting information). The intra-class correlation

coefficient (ICC) was calculated to assess the agreement between experts. There was a

good average absolute agreement between the raters, using a two-way random effect

model: kappa = 0.80 (95% CI = 0.62, 0.92; F(11,120) = 4.9, p < .001).

Items selected for inclusion in the network largely pertained to coalitional threat or

safety. As such, we were able to pursue our pre-registered aim to examine whether
paranoia was more strongly related to items reflecting coalitional danger rather than

coalitional safety.
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Paranoia

Two items from the Psychosis Screening Questionnaire (Bebbington & Nayani, 1995)

within the APMS were selected to represent paranoia in the network analysis: PSQ2 and

PSQ3. This selection was based on a previous study on the network structure of paranoia
in the general population (Bell & O’Driscoll, 2018), which identified these two items as

forming a distinct sub-community of ideas of persecution. PSQ3 (‘Over the past year, have

there been times when you felt that people were against you?’) represents common

paranoid thoughts that often occur in the general population as well as in persecutory

delusions. PSQ2 (‘Have you felt that your thoughts were directly interfered with or

controlled by some outside force or person?’) represents thoughts that are less frequent

and are typically present in persecutory delusions involving the belief that others are

intending to harm the individual by interfering with their mind or externally controlling
them (Bebbington et al., 2013; Bebbington&Nayani, 1995; Spence, 2001). Therefore, our

selection of these two items allowed us to examine one measure of ideation typical in

persecutory delusions in psychosis alone (PSQ2) and another measure more likely to also

capture general paranoid ideation (PSQ3).While delusions of thought inference canoccur

outside of paranoia, the PSQ2 measures these experiences where they relate to ideas of

persecution (Bebbington et al., 2013; Bell &O’Driscoll, 2018): a loss of control over one’s

thoughts and actions due to intentional action by other agents, where this is likely to be

experienced as harmful and frightening.

Statistical analyses

The network analysis was pre-registered, and codes to reproduce analyses are openly

available online. The datasets used are available upon application to the UK Data Service.

The statistical software R (version 3.4.4) was used to carry out all analyses. Discrete

variables from the APMS were first recoded into ordered categorical variables where

higher values signified stronger responses to the question item, and, consequently,
ordered categorical variables with four or more levels were treated as continuous

variables, as is common procedure in psychological network analysis when relationships

are expected to be linear. Answers of ‘unsure’ or ‘I don’t know’ were excluded from the

analysis, such that items such as PSQ2 and PSQ3were treated as binary (yes/no) variables.

Skewed continuous variables were log-transformed, where skew was determined using

the skewness function within the Moments package in R (Komsta & Novomestky, 2015).

Network analysis. We estimated a network to investigate the structure of paranoia and

coalitional psychology from a partial correlation matrix of the selected short-list of

coalitional and paranoia items. Variables were represented in the network as nodes, and

the edges between these nodes signify their conditional dependence relations. Our data

contained continuous and categorical variables, sowe estimated aMixedGraphicalModel

using the mgm package in R (Haslbeck & Waldorp, 2020). This method of network

estimation employs the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO), which is

a form of regularisation. This shrinks all edge-weights towards zero and sets all small
weights to zero by limiting the total sum of absolute parameter values (Epskamp & Fried,

2018). The level of penalization involved – in otherwords howconservative the estimated

network is – is determined by the parameter lambda, selected using Extended Bayesian

Information Criterion (Epskamp & Fried, 2018). EBIC model selection also involves a

tuning parameter, gamma, which we set to 0.5 (Foygel & Drton, 2010). Together these
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methods produce conservative estimates and a sparse network where non-significant

edges are minimised.

We performed two analyses to confirm the stability and accuracy of features of the

network. First, to assess how stable the centrality metrics (see Supporting information)
estimated were, we performed a case-dropping subset bootstrap using the bootnet

function in R. Here, we bootstrapped themodel 1,000 timeswhere increasing numbers of

cases are removed from the dataset and the centrality metrics (strength, expected

influence, betweenness and closeness) are recalculated with each iteration to give a

correlation stability coefficient (Epskamp et al., 2018). Of particular value is the centrality

measure of strength (the sum of all absolute edge weights a node is connected to) as it is

less susceptible to fluctuation based on removal of nodes in the network compared to

other centrality measures, namely, betweenness and closeness (Bringmann et al., 2019).
Second, to assess the accuracy of the estimated edge-weights, we bootstrapped themodel

500 times to constructbootstrapped confidence intervals (CIs),where in 95%of cases the

CI contains the true value of the edge-weight parameter. We computed predictability for

each node in the network using the mgm package (Haslbeck & Waldorp, 2020):

predictability reflects howwell any given node can be predicted by the other nodes in the

network.

Main hypotheses –

Q1. Does paranoia relate more strongly to items reflecting coalitional threat than

coalitional safety? (pre-registered)

We conducted bootstrapped difference tests of on edge-weights in the network.
Significant difference tests are achieved by taking the difference betweenbootstrap values

of two edge-weights and constructing a bootstrapped CI around the difference scores,

where a null-hypothesis test can then be conducted by determiningwhether zero is in the

bootstrapped CI. It is important to note that these significance tests do not control for

multiple testing, which is not possible to do in psychological network estimation and has

been noted as a topic for future research (Epskamp et al., 2018).

Support for our hypothesis would be given by a result that edges between nodes

reflecting paranoia and coalitional threat are significantly stronger than edges between
paranoia and coalitional safety.

Q2. Do the relationships between cues of coalitional threat or safety and paranoia vary

based on the source of such threat and safety?

We performed a community analysis to determine whether different types of
coalitional cues cluster together. Here, the spinglass algorithm was used to identify sub-

communities in the estimated network using the package igraph in R (Cs�ardi & Nepusz,

2006). Sub-communities are clusters of nodes that share many edges within the sub-

community and few edges with nodes outside it (Yang, Algesheimer, & Tessone, 2016).

We also ran a community analysis using Exploratory Graph Analysis using the package

EGAnet in R (Golino et al., 2021) to test whether the same communities were found using

a different statistical method.

By investigating which community paranoia items were included in, and the
significant difference tests of edges between paranoia items and items within each sub-
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community, we were able to investigate whether the strength of association between

paranoia and different clusters of coalitional psychology items.

Q3. Do the relationships between paranoia and coalitional threat and safety depend on

the formofparanoia: thatwhich ismore common and typical in the general population,

compared to thoughts that are rarer and more reflective of persecutory delusions in

psychosis?

This was investigated by the bootstrapped difference tests, determining if there were

significant differences in the strength of edges shared between PSQ2 and other nodes in
the network with edges shared between PSQ3 and those nodes.

Results

Main network analysis – APMS, 2007

Sample characteristics

The final sample (n = 6,337, after excluding missing data) consisted of 57% women and

43% men, ranging between 16 and 95 years of age, with a mean age of 50.6. A significant
minority reported having experiences relating to paranoia (Bell & O’Driscoll, 2018): 8%

reported paranoid concerns involving thought interference measured by PSQ2 and 18%

reported paranoid concerns involving the feeling that ‘people were against you’ as

measured by PSQ3.

Network analysis

The estimated network (Figure 1) had high accuracy and stability (see Supporting
information). Paranoia items shared edgeswithmultiple nodes in the network (Table S1).

The network is regularisedmeaning that all edges near 0 areminimised to 0; therefore, the

resulting edges illustrated in the network are sufficiently strong to be included in the

conservative network (Epskamp & Fried, 2018).

Main hypotheses

Q1. Does paranoia relate more strongly to items reflecting coalitional threat more than
coalitional safety?

Bootstrapped difference tests of edge-weights revealed that some coalitional factors

had significantly stronger relationships paranoia than others (Tables S1-S3).

In particular, the paranoia item involving delusional thought interference (PSQ2) only

shared edges with items reflecting social threat. In contrast, the paranoia item describing

the feeling that ‘others are against you’ (PSQ3)wasmore closely positively associatedwith

items reflecting social threat than it was negatively associatedwith those reflecting safety.

For example, we found a stronger relationship between paranoia as measured by PSQ3
and the node coding for close relationships having lots of ups and downs (PD74) than for

that coding having close and reliable family and friends (DLSS3) (CI: �0.37, �0.07;

p < .05) or for CloseRI3 (which codes for relatives you feel close to) (CI: �0.46, �0.21;

p < .05). Moreover, paranoia (measured by the PSQ3) was more closely related to

becoming frantic at the thought of someone you cared about leaving you (PD73) thanwith
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measures of social safety coded by DLSS3 and CloseRI3 (CI: �0.38, �0.07; p < .05; CI:

�0.48, �0.22; p < .05).

Q2. Do the relationships between cues of coalitional threat or safety and paranoia vary

based on the source of such threat and safety?

Spinglass community analysis revealed three sub-communities in the network –
highlighted in Figure 1. We labelled the three sub-communities according to their
constituent nodes: (1) Threat in close relationships, (2) Safety in the wider social

context, and (3) Safety in close relationships. We note that these labels reflect subjective

experiences rather than objective threat and safety in the social environment. Each sub-

Figure 1. Estimated network with node item key. Orange node colour highlights nodes pertaining to

persecutory ideation (PSQ3 and PSQ2). Dashed lines encircle sub-communities in the network. The

strength of edges are represented by thewidth of lines between nodes. See Table S1 for the full numerical

results. Edge valence is represented by edge colour, where red indicates a negative relationship and green

indicates a positive relationship. Ties between categorical variables with more than two levels are

depicted in grey as it is not possible to depict the valence of ties as relationships may be non-linear.

Predictability estimates are represented by the pie bar surrounding each node.
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community contains nodes from multiple questionnaires. This indicates that the sub-

communities do not simply reflect underlying latent variables that have been previously

identified by psychological questionnaires. These results were replicated when commu-

nity analysis was conducted using Exploratory Graph Analysis (see Supporting informa-
tion) (Golino et al., 2021).

Both paranoia nodes were included in the Threat in close relationships sub-

community, sharing a higher proportion of edges with nodes in this sub-community

compared to those in the other sub-communities. In fact, the paranoia item reflecting

more delusional concerns only shared edgeswith other nodeswithin this sub-community.

This is supported by the bootstrapped significance difference tests that indicate the edges

between paranoia nodes and other nodes in the Threat in close relationships sub-

community were stronger than between paranoia nodes and nodes outside of this
community (Tables S2 and S3).

We can also consider the bootstrapped test of edge-weights to investigate whether

paranoia (as measured by PSQ3, as PSQ2 did not share any edges with nodes in other

communities) differentially related to nodes based on the source of safety theydescribe: to

nodes in sub-communities 2 compared to 3 (Safety in the wider social context and Safety

in close relationships, respectively). Only two difference tests reached significance in

comparing edge weights between paranoia and items in sub-community 2 with paranoia

and items in sub-community 3. The negative relationship between paranoia and trust in
local community (PSQ3-Trust) was significantly greater than the negative relationship

between paranoia and items indicating a close social support (PSQ3-DLSS3 (CI: 0.05, 0.30,

p < .05), and PSQ3-DLSS6 (CI: 0.04, 0.23, p < .05) (see Table S2), that is, (1) how many

people the individual can rely on (DLSS3) and (2) howmany people close to the individual

makes them feel an important part of their lives).

Q3. Do the relationships between paranoia and coalitional threat and safety,

respectively, depend on the form of paranoia: that which is more common and typical

in the general population, compared to thoughts that are rarer and more reflective of

persecutory delusions in psychosis?

PSQ2 shared no significant edges with any item outside of sub-community 1 whereas

PSQ3 did share significant negative edges with items both in sub-community 2 and 3:

Trust, DLSS3, CloseRl3 (see Table S1).

Discussion

This study explored how cues of coalitional threat and safety are differentially related to

paranoia, how this may vary depending on the source of such cues, and whether these

relationships depend on the form of paranoid ideation. We estimated a network of items
pertaining to coalitional psychology extracted from the Adult Psychiatric Morbidity

Survey (APMS, 2007), as determined by a panel of experts; and twomeasures of paranoia

of varying severity. Spinglass analysis revealed three sub-communities in the estimated

network, which we interpreted as reflecting participants’ perceptions of (1) Threat in

close relationships, (2) Safety in the wider social context, and (3) Safety in close

relationships. Both items pertaining to paranoia were included in the first category,

where PSQ2 (reflecting thought interference often accompanying persecutory delusions)

shared no edges with nodes outside of this sub-community, and PSQ3 (reflecting general
paranoid ideation) was more closely related to items contained within the second
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category (safety in the wider social context) than the third category (safety in close

relationships).

Cues of coalitional threat and safety formed distinct sub-communities in the network:

nodes in sub-communities 2 and 3 reflected perception of cues of safety, whereas nodes in
sub-community 1 most commonly reflected threat detection. These findings support the

hypothesis that threat and safety are distinguishable entities – safety cannot necessarily be
inferred by absence of threat, nor vice versa (Boyer et al., 2015). Importantly, it was not

simply the case that threat and safety cues, respectively, clustered together. Nodes

reflecting perception of coalitional safety formed two separate sub-communities in the

network: one representing the wider social environment and the other reflecting social

support from close others.

Our results support our prediction that paranoia is associatedwith detection of certain
coalitional cues more than others. Unsurprisingly, where they existed, edges between

PSQ3/PSQ2 and nodes reflecting threat were positive; and edges between PSQ3 and

nodes reflecting safety were negative. Both PSQ2 and PSQ3 shared the strongest edges

with nodes reflecting coalitional threat as indicated by their inclusion in sub-community 1

in Spinglass community analysis as well as bootstrapped significant difference tests. This

suggests that perceiving threat from within one’s immediate social circle is more closely

linked toparanoid thoughts thanperceiving safety fromboth one’s immediate social circle

or from the wider social environment.
The strength of the relationship between paranoid concerns about ‘others being

against you’ and social support varied according to the source of that support. This item

(PSQ3)wasmore closely related to itemswithin the Safety in thewider social context sub-

community compared to the Safety in close relationships sub-community. This result

partially coincides with existing epidemiological evidence. McElroy et al (2019) found no

relationship between paranoia and support from close others when controlling for safety

in the wider social environment (social cohesion). Although we observed a similar

direction of effect – that safety in the wider environment is more important than close
social support in negatively predicting paranoia –we do still find that perception of close

social support has an independent association with paranoia beyond the influence of

safety of the wider environment. We suggest this may be because we included a larger

range of items reflecting close social support than included in the study by McElroy et al.

(2019). However, we note that these significant difference results are rather marginal and

warrant further testing.

Our results suggest a partially distinguishable relationship between coalitional

environment andparanoia depending on thenature of paranoia. Aspreviouslymentioned,
both PSQ2 and PSQ3 items were included in sub-community 1, suggesting that thought

interference that typically accompanies persecutory ideation (PSQ2) and paranoia

involving broad concerns about the intentions of others (PSQ3) were closely linked with

threat in close relationships. However, there were some differences in how the edges

from each of these different types of paranoia related to nodes outside of this sub-

community. In particular, PSQ3 shared edges with nodes reflecting safety cues from both

the close and wider social environment (in sub-community 2 and 3); whereas PSQ2 only

shared edges with other nodes within sub-community 1. That is, once controlling for all
other relationships in the network, ideation relating to persecutory delusions in psychosis

(PSQ2) was only associated with threat from the close social environment and not with

measures of safety, either from close others or from the wider community. We note that,

despite including PSQ2, the network estimatedmay not generalise to a clinical population
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as participants in the APMS are selected from the general population that may have

included both help-seeking and non-help seeking individuals.

We note a number of caveats in the current study. Importantly, our results cannot

provide any causal conclusions as to howcoalitional threat and safetymoderates paranoia:
our results likely both reflect biases that stem from paranoia (higher tendency to perceive

coalitional threat) and risk factors for paranoia (higher levels of coalitional threat in the

environment lead to higher levels of paranoia). Additionally, we note that, while we used

ratings from panel of domain experts to determine what APMS items pertained to

coalitional psychology, our sub-communities were interpreted by the research team. This

is a common practice in network analysis research (Fried, 2016) although some finer-

grained distinctions within these categories may be argued for. For example, nodes we

identified as pertaining to coalitional threat might be interpreted as maintaining alliances
(e.g., PD74 and SFQD). We classified such nodes as ‘coalitional threat’ as they describe

turbulent and unreliable coalitional affiliations, which are a source of social threat. That

fact that the ‘threat within close relationships’ sub-community comprised several nodes

used to measure other psychopathological constructs (e.g., personality disorder)

highlights that coalitional psychology is a potential transdiagnostic mechanism. Further,

this sub-community reflected coalitional threat perception specifically rather than

including all broad indicators social dysfunction. We would like to stress that our labels

refer to subjective experiences (detection of coalitional threat/safety) rather than actual
exposure to such environmental features. An extension to the current research might

measure exposure to specific coalitional threats such as interpersonal conflict, neglect

and domestic violence. Further,we note that two further items – PD87 and PSQ5 –may be

argued to capture experiences common in paranoia: dissociation, suspicion, and sensed

presence. However,we focussed on items that fallwithin ‘ideas of persecution’ definedby

previous studies (Bebbington et al., 2013; Bell & O’Driscoll, 2018). Even so, these nodes

show similar relationships with our other paranoia nodes: they shared the strongest ties

with nodes indicating coalitional threat. Finally, unfortunately, our node list did not
include any items reflecting threat from the wider social environment, so the comparison

of the role of threat that comes from the wider social environment (as opposed to from

close social others) remains a topic for future research.

Our results are specific to a UK sample. Familial and societal support structures are

highly culture-dependent, where the influence of such structures on behaviour is far-

reaching. For example, the strength of ties between individuals and kin has been linked to

bothmentalising andmoral judgement (Curtin et al., 2020). Indeed, the emotional impact

of social rejection may also be culture dependent (Kimel, Mischkowski, Kitayama, &
Uchida, 2017; Yaakobi, 2021). Given that the APMS involves participants from a relatively

individualistic culture, it may be unsurprising that we found paranoia to be associated

with cues of safety from the wider social-context over and above those from close others.

However, in cultures where the role of the in-group or kin is stronger, we might expect

that this pattern is reversed or dampened.

Overall, our study investigates the relationship of a range of coalitional characteristics

with paranoia. Nodes reflecting coalitional psychology clustered into three groups: those

concerning threat from close others, those reflecting safety in the wider social context,
and those reflecting safety in close in-groups. Paranoia involving concerns that others

intend the believer harm was most strongly related to threat from close others, followed

by safety in the wider social context, followed by safety from close social others.

Delusional ideation (thought interference) typically relevant topersecutory delusionswas

only associated with threat from close others. Therefore, our results suggest that threat

Coalitional threat and safety in paranoia 11



may be a particularly important driver of paranoid delusions, but that coalitional safety

may also play a role in variation of more general paranoid ideation. Our study is

exploratory in nature but offers some testable hypotheses to progress understanding of

coalitional psychology in the future.
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Supporting Information

The following supporting informationmay be found in the online edition of the article:

Figure S1. Centrality metrics per node of the estimated network.

Figure S2. Bootstrap analysis of edge-weight accuracy.

Figure S3. Bootstrap stability analysis of centrality metrics.

Figure S4. Comparison between communities identified by Spinglass algorithm and

Exploratory Graph Analysis: identical communities identified

Table S1. Edges between paranoia and coalitional psychology nodes.
Table S2. Confidence intervals associated with bootstrapped difference test between

significant edge-weights involving low severity paranoia (PSQ3).

Table S3. Confidence intervals associated with bootstrapped difference test between

significant edge-weights involving high severity paranoia (PSQ2).
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